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FACTSHEET

This is one of a series of Energy Saving Technologies (EST) factsheets that provide a brief description
of emerging technologies which are available to ship owners and other stakeholders who are aiming
to reduce fuel consumption and/or Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions.

HISTORY
Whilst many patented devices have only emerged in the
last decade or two, the principles of adding underwater
devices to the stern of ships to propel vessels at reduced
power and faster speeds have been known about for
many years.

Image courtesy of Bruno Storms - used with permission

The Contra propeller principle, the idea from which
stators and Grim vane wheels capitalise, has been known
about for over 80 years.
The Kort nozzle, invented in the 1930s, demonstrated
that encasing a propeller could improve propeller
efficiency.
Many of the devices coming to the market in the last 30
years are based on the ‘pre-duct principle’ theorised by
Van Lammeren in 1949.

HOW DO THEY WORK?
Although the ideal solution is part of an integrated new-build vessel design, there are a number of technologies,
appendages and supplements to propeller systems that can be installed around the propeller in order to alter and
improve the hydrodynamic characteristics.
Simplifying the many options into categories, a ship owner may choose to look at:
Static devices

Pre & post-swirl stators, ducts/nozzles, fins on hull or rudder,
rudder bulbs, alternative rudder designs

Dynamic devices

Propeller boss cap fins (PBCF), Grim vane wheels (GVW)

Propulsor optimisation

Lightweight materials, contra-rotating propellers, optimised
propeller blade selection, controllable pitch propellers (CPP)
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HOW DO THEY WORK?
The appendages and supplemental EST added to propeller systems aim to improve propeller efficiency using a variety
of principles, but mostly aim to utilise at least one of the following:
•

Reduction of rotational losses incurred by the propeller by placing fins in front of or after a propeller (e.g. pre- or
post-swirl stators, Grim vane wheels).

•

Contribution of pre-swirl in propeller plane.

•

Recovery of viscous resistance losses and improved thrust coefficient by altering/slowing the flow to the propeller
(e.g. flow improvement or wake equalizing duct).

•

Reducing axial losses and tip vortices by ducting the propeller blades (e.g. Kort nozzles).

•

Adding nozzle thrust due to foil lift (ducts and nozzles).

•

Mitigation of hub vortex losses (e.g. propeller boss cap fins).

SELECTING THIS TECHNOLOGY
Ultimately these EST should complement a good initial
hullform, powering and propeller selection to optimise
fuel efficiency.
Careful analysis should be undertaken of the after-body
hullform and the propeller flow characteristics. This
gives understanding of the primary source of propulsion
inefficiency and aids selection of the appropriate
technology. Determining that the improvements in
propulsive efficiency overcome the added frictional
resistance via model tests is challenging, and is specific
to each propeller-hullform combination.
There are currently many registered EST patents to
observe when developing a bespoke solution. Patented
EST designs come at a cost, but many are well-developed
and tested, with in-service data to support the claims of
the manufacturers.
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KEY INTEGRATION FACTORS
• This technology can be retrofitted or included in
new build designs.
• The shape & size of the propeller hub, rudder
& surrounding after-body hull structure will
determine physical limitations on appendage
size & location.
• Operational profiles are required to determine
fuel savings.
• Requires bespoke optimisation, with the aid of
modern CFD techniques.
• Vessels with high block coefficient hull form
lend themselves to pre-propeller flow directing
designs.
• Consideration of intellectual property rights
when engineering bespoke solutions must take
into account the array of existing patented
designs.
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
• Ducts & devices directing the flow to the propeller
are used where propellers do not experience a
uniform water in-flow, particularly ships with high
block coefficients.
• Pre-swirl stators & ducts suit larger ships & hull
forms, such as tankers, containers, bulkers &
container feeder vessels operating under 20 knots.
• Ducted propellers (e.g. Kort nozzles) remain
effective on vessels requiring high specific thrust
& travelling at slow operating speeds (< 10knots),
such as tugs & trawlers.
• PBCF & post flow appendages such as rudder
bulbs & fins generally show better performance
with higher speed ships as they aim to disrupt
vortices.

BENEFITS SUMMARY

• Hydrodynamic EST may complement each other.
For example, an EST combining a stator & duct,
may be combined with rudder appendages.

• Fuel savings & greenhouse gas emission reductions.
Suppliers of devices have reported fuel savings of
around 4-10% in marketing materials.

• Can be combined with wind
technologies amongst others.

• Wake field optimisation, depending on the EST &
application.

harnessing

• Some applications reduce rotational losses incurred
by the propeller.
Image courtesy of Bruno Storms - used with permission

• Some EST mitigate rudder resistance & improve
manoeuvring performance.
• Some devices can address issues with vibration,
cavitation damage, rudder erosion & underwater
noise reduction (noting that good design should
prevent these problems).
• All static EST are considered highly reliable, safe,
& require no servicing.
• Relatively easy retrofits with no system interfaces.
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HOW WE CAN HELP?
Selecting the right EST for the trades a vessel will
undertake is critical to the investment decision.
iTEM, at the heart of the VTAS independent assessment
process, will consider the technical features of the vessels,
the voyage profile all in combination with candidate EST.
This is integrated with the risk and financial evaluation
using your parameters or those investors are likely to
recognise. Collectively this provides an informed view of
how selecting appropriate EST contributes to reducing
fuel consumption, lowering your operating costs and
reducing your greenhouse gas emissions.

Further information can be found by visiting
www.VTAS-fes.com

To embed this core offering VTAS is able to support you
with independent consulting, analysis, feasibility and
design integration advice, vessel performance and
whole life cost evaluation.

or contacting us via
info@VTAS-fes.com
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